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WEST DEEPING HERITAGE GROUP: Past Programme 2010 to 2015 

 5th November 2010 

Who do we think they were? Past inhabitants of West Deeping  Maggie Ashcroft 

The inaugural meeting of West Deeping Heritage Group. Five people from the history of the village – 

a Romano-British farmer, a villein to a Norman landlord, a Tudor yeoman, an eighteenth century 

landowner and a twentieth century quarry manager – with the help of the archaeological, archival 

and first-hand evidence - demonstrate the wealth of heritage resources we have.  (Powerpoint 

presentation) 

 

 February 2011 

The Enclosure of West Deeping      Brian Jones 

Nearly 200 years ago, the common fields of West Deeping and Tallington were divided up and 

allotted to the manor, church and other landowners.  Enclosure changed the landscape, village life 

and farming methods. A group of us have been looking at the old documents and transcribing them. 

Brian Jones, WEA Speaker and local historian, talked about Enclosure and helped to interpret what it 

meant in West Deeping. 

 

 March 2011 

Where did you get those Genes?     Jackie Searle, Bourne U3A 

If you want some inspiration and a few tips to help you trace your family history, Jackie Searle from 

Bourne U3A will be leading the session, with contributions from West Deeping family history 

researchers Melanie James and Iain Stowe. 

 

 7th October 2011 

Who lived in my house?  

Past residents and landowners of West Deeping   Maggie Ashcroft 

The families who lived at Molecey Mill in the 18th and 19th centuries; Caroline Desbruslais  

What do we know about the previous occupants of our houses or the owners of the plots on which 

they are built? There are lots of resources — date plaques, the 1813 Enclosure Award, old deeds, 

maps, letters, gravestones and census information — to tell us about the Figgs, Addys, Doves, 

Haynes, Greens and other families who lived in West Deeping.  To give an example of what can be 

discovered, Caroline Desbruslais shared what she found out about the Molecey family who lived at 

Molecey Mill in the 18th and 19th centuries. (Powerpoint presentation) 

 

 

 11th November 2011 

The Stamford Canal – looking at the evidence   Ken Otter & Maggie Ashcroft 

Visible remains in West Deeping, the village enclosure award, documents in the Archives Office at 

Lincoln and legal papers at Stamford Town Hall give us interesting information to add to what has 
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been written about the canal.  Ken Otter of Tallington helped to make sense of the evidence.    

 

 13th December 2011 

The People and the place: another approach to local history  Richard Keymer  

Richard Keymer talks about his recently published book “Etton in the Soke of Peterborough; The 

People and the Place”. This is an approach to local history that is a bit different - memories and 

photographs combine to make family portraits. The book aims to capture rural life in the village 

before it disappears 

 

 8th February 2012  

Excavations at Rectory Farm, West Deeping.   Dr Jonathan Hunn and James Rackham 

Archaeologists told the audience in a packed West Deeping Village Hall how they uncovered a multi-

period landscape.  Dr Hunn described how the site was investigated, mapped out and subsequently 

excavated.  This revealed a late Roman villa as well as Neolithic, Bronze Age and Iron Age remains.  

The villa complex included a heated bathhouse, barns, wells, a pottery kiln, a smithy and a cemetery.  

Also found, and of great interest, were two rolled pieces of thin lead sheet, measuring about 5 by 10 

cm, one of which contained 13 lines of Latin, believed to be a ‘magical’, protective text.   James 

Rackham described how he had set out to examine insect and plant material, particularly seeds and 

pollen, from ancient field ditches in order to understand how farming had been carried out at the 

site between the Late Bronze Age and the Late Medieval periods.    

 

 8th March 2012 

Visit to Rectory Farm 

 

 21st March 2012 

AGM 

 

 11th September 2012 

The history beneath our fields; the latest finds at Rectory Farm, West Deeping. Simon Savage  

Archaeologist Simon Savage of Pre-Construct Archaeological Services Ltd described how work is 

planned and carried out, and how the archaeologists map and record the results.  The site has been 

progressively surveyed and excavated for almost two decades.  Archaeological features dating from 

Neolithic times have been discovered on the site.  The more recent areas that have been dug have 

been rich in Romano-British finds, some of which Mr Savage took to the meeting to illustrate his talk.  

Mr Savage told the 40-strong audience: “The scale of the investigation is unusual. It means you can 

set the site into its landscape context in a way you can’t generally do”.   To sum up his talk he 

showed aerial photographs taken very recently over the Rectory Farm area.  
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 2nd October 2012 

To list or not to list      Trish Roberts, English Heritage  

The audience heard about the criteria for listing a building, as well as how English Heritage protects 

important gardens, parks and archaeological sites. Trish accompanied her talk with an illustrated 

presentation, and featured local examples including the recently-scheduled Flag Fen.  

 

 14th November 2012 

A village through time    Barbara Cooper author of “Forgotten People” 

Using evidence and personalities drawn from the villages of Careby, Holywell and Aunby as a 

reference point, Barbara described how historical events and social change have affected rural 

villages through the ages. Starting with reference to an Iron Age fort near Careby and a Saxon 

brooch found at Holywell, Barbara skilfully wove the stories of local personalities into the sweep of 

history, encompassing the influence of medieval kings, politicians and local landowners, events such 

as the Black Death and Civil War, and moving through to the effects of the Enclosure Act, and the 

arrival of the railways. Barbara’s docu-dramatisation style of presentation combined readings of 

excerpts from fictional descriptions of village life, with archaeological and documentary evidence.   

 

 8th January 2013 

Barnack Hills and Holes 

How Barnack stone was quarried from Roman times and how Natural England now manages the 

legacy of the site, known as Hills and Holes, to preserve wildlife and wildflowers. Chris Gardner, 

Senior Reserve Manager for Natural England 

 

 5th February 2013 

The Boaty Project       Maggie Ashcroft  

Presenting plans for the project which won a grant through BBC “All our Stories” from the Heritage 

Lottery Fund.  

 

 19th March 2013 

AGM 

Bring your own “Heritage Treasure” to tell the group about. 

 

 11th September 2013 

Unlocking Torpel         Frieda Gosling  

Torpel Manor near Helpston has been the focus of a Heritage Lottery-funded project. Local historian, 

Frieda Gosling of The Langdyke Trust talks about Torpel’s history, its former occupants and its 

significance. 
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 9th October 2013  

The History of the Harvest Festival      Andrew Sankey-Smith 

The celebration of harvest time was important in an agricultural community like ours.  The speaker 

has gathered in a wealth of information about its origins and traditions. 

 

 8th November 2013 

A Bucketful of History        Alison Foster  

Diet, farming, industry and even disease can all leave clues to be investigated by the archaeologist. 

What can a simple bucketful of soil reveal about the lives of our ancestors? 

 

 5th February 2015 

A piece of Paradise: the medieval garden    Jean Townsend 

 

 March 2014  

Visit to St Pega’s Church, Peakirk     

Trish Roberts will show us the medieval wall paintings and talk about their significance. 

 

 1st April 2014 

AGM followed by  

The Village Enclosure Award 100 years on.   Maggie Ashcroft 

It took 40 pages of manuscript to describe the allotments to be made to landowners when the open 

fields and common lands of West Deeping and Tallington were enclosed in 1813.  These have been 

transcribed and computerised by members of the group.  With the help of the enclosure map and 

other archives we will look at some of the findings that contribute to a better understanding of our 

village’s landscape. (Powerpoint presentation) 

 

 2nd September 2014 

The Deepings of 100 years ago      Liz Parkinson & Maggie Ashcroft 

Old postcards and photographs provide the pictures; directories and census returns tell the stories 

of everyday life and personalities in West Deeping, Market Deeping and St James Deeping around 

the time of the First World War. (Powerpoint presentation) 

 

 1st October 2014 

The Strange Coincidences that were the catalyst for the Great War  Professor Philip Robinson 

Exploring the human story behind the tragedy of 28 June 1914 when the Archduke Franz Ferdinand 

and his wife, Sophie were murdered by a 19 year-old Bosnian Serb in Sarajevo.  A local connection 

might surprise you! 
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 18 November 2014 

Drugs and depravity in a Victorian village    Richard Platt 

From his research among the newspaper cuttings and archives of Langtoft and nearby villages, 

Richard explores the seamier side of Lincolnshire life over 100 years ago.  

 

 20th January 2015 

John Clare: the Northamptonshire Peasant Poet David Dykes of Clare Cottage 

He may have shared the spoken and written dialect of the local labourers, but they were not his 

intended audience. It was only through the patronage of the local aristocracy that his work reached 

the educated classes!   

 

 24th February 2015 

Uffington revisited       Dr Nicholas Sheehan 

What began as idle curiosity about a cryptically-named spinney on the outskirts of the village quickly 

developed into a quest to produce a definitive account of Uffington's history from the Conquest to 

the present day. 

 17th March 2015 

Bourne is famous for … what?      Bourne Preservation Society  

Amongst Bourne’s claims to fame was its exceptionally fine water supply derived from natural 

springs.  In Victorian times, the railways helped to open up the market for the town’s mineral water 

bottling factories.  What else was the town famous for?  

 15th April 2015  

Annual General Meeting followed by an illustrated talk by Ginny Cook about her family history 

research and getting “Great Uncle Norman’s letters” into print 

 22nd September 2015  

Maxey: its early medieval origin and later development  Rebecca Casa Hatton 
 
Just across the county boundary, in what was then Northamptonshire, Maxey has much to tell us 
about the medieval period. Closely linked with the Deepings through its royal landowners, the 
fortified manor house, Maxey Castle,  would have been a important landmark. What else can the 
archaeology tell us about the surrounding fields, the buildings and their inhabitants in the Middle 
Ages? 

 Tuesday 13th October 2015 

Marking the miles along our highways from Roman times to the present; illustrated stories of 
milestones, boundary markers and the turnpike era.    Joyce Stevenson 

Joyce Stevenson, local historian from Thurlby, has had a fascination with milestones and 
posts since 2000 and since that time she has surveyed many of the local ones. She has also 
researched the history of milestones and posts, built up a photographic archive of them, and 
followed the fortunes of buildings with associations to the turnpike roads. Joyce says: 
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“Milestones are a really important part of our transport and our highway history. Every 
village has got its own milestone or milepost so it is part of everybody’s life, but we tend to 
pass them by without noticing them. Generally speaking they are not looked after.” View a 
short video about Joyce Stevenson, recorded by the Lincolnshire Free Press. 

 25th November 2015  

“We will remember them”      Revd Martin Brebner 

Revd. Martin Brebner has been researching the Roll of Honour for the Uffington Group of parishes, 

going far beyond the memorials in the local churches (even to the battlefields) in the quest for 

photographs, service records and commonwealth war graves. Between 2014 and 2018, on the 

anniversary of each of their deaths, a commemorative address in their native parish church brings 

home the part played by our villages’ young men. 

http://www.spaldingtoday.co.uk/news/community/features/south-lincolnshire-s-markers-to-early-transport-history-1-5825037

